DATASOURCE +
SNOWFLAKE
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DATA WITH A SNOWFLAKE
CLOUD DATA WAREHOUSE AND DATASOURCE’S
IMPLEMENTATION EXPERTISE.
SNOWFLAKE DIFFERENTIATORS:
Data Sharehouse
Governed and secure, modern data sharing
in real time. Within minutes, and without ever
having to move data, share any slice of your
data across your organization or with any of
your business partners and customers. With
Snowflake Data Sharing, you can easily forge
one-to-one, one-to-many, and
many-to-many data sharing relationships.

Multi-Cluster Architecture
Snowflake’s patented multi-cluster, shared
data architecture separates storage and
compute, making it possible to scale up or
down without downtime or disruption.

Zero Management
Snowflake is a true data
warehouse-as-a-service running in the cloud,
which eliminates the need to manage
infrastructure. Snowflake automatically
handles infrastructure, optimization,
availability, data protection and more so you
can focus on using your data, not managing it.

Diverse Data
Snowflake’s patented technology natively
loads and optimizes both structured and
semi-structured data such as JSON, Avro, or
XML and makes it available via SQL without
sacrificing performance or flexibility.

DATASOURCE/DSC CLOUD
DIFFERENTIATORS
Expertise
Over 12 years of delivering Enterprise Data
Management solutions utilizing our
expertise in Cloud, Big Data, Data
Architecture, Master Data Management,
Data Governance, Data Quality, Business
Analysis and Solution Architecture

A JOINT APPROACH WILL LEVERAGE
YOUR ORGANIZATION’S DATA

Technical Knowledge

Implement

Deep technical knowledge of Snowflake
Cloud Data Platform is demonstrated in our
successful project deliveries

Successful partnership with Snowflake, spanning
Marketing, Sales, Outreach, and Delivery

Wide-Range Solutions

Training

Backed by EXL Analytics, offering
end-to-end solutions for mid-size and
Fortune 500 companies

Ongoing training and certifications to provide
our clients with the broadest group of
Snowflake Certified consultants

The work that Datasource did at our company “transformed” our organization
and was one of the best experiences we have ever had using an outside partner.
The extra revenue discovered in billing inconsistencies alone paid for the project.
Our CEO was ecstatic.”
VP and Controller, Leading Merchant Services Firm

PARTNER WITH US
Contact us now to learn about how a Datasource assessment can provide you with an
understanding of how a cloud data warehouse can transform business in your organization.
In addition to the initial assessment, we will provide you with the tools needed to ensure that
your organization can create a collaborative, scalable, and successful Data Quality and Data
Governance program.

info@datasourceconsulting.com
888-4LEANBI (453-2624)

DatasourceConsulting.com

